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Toba ben David v’Devorah 

December 26, 1932 – April 8, 2019 

 

 Ted Zutz passed away in the week when Jews all around the world were 

reading from Parshat Metzorah, from the Book of Leviticus.  This portion is 

typically dreaded by rabbis, because of its focus on the disease of leprosy – not 

the most uplifting of subjects.  In fact, in our synagogue’s Humash, the opening 

commentary dealing with the sacrificial remedy for this illness, states: “the 

offering included cedar wood, from the tallest and strongest of all plants, and the 

hyssop, a kind of grass, the smallest and most vulnerable of all growing things.  

This was to symbolize the leveling power of illness, which afflicts the powerful and 

the powerless alike, to teach us all about vulnerability.”   

 I worry that those of us, who knew Ted well, might be tempted to focus on 

his most recent struggles with illness. His health decline dates back to his first 

aortic surgery back on September 12, 2018, through his two subsequent surgeries 

for intestinal obstructions, and his stays both at Rose Court in Maris Grove, as 

well as his most recent stay at the Kutz Home, a place near and dear to his heart.  
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I would say to you that it is unfair to Ted, just as it would be unfair to any of you 

gathered here today, to focus on his illness and death.  Ted spent far more of his 

87 years on earth being a vital leader and a lover of life. 

 Therefore, I would like to focus on the less obvious but far more important 

part of this week’s Torah portion.  That is, I would like to focus on the role of the 

cohen, the priest and community leader, who was responsible for bringing the ill 

person back to health while simultaneously ensuring the health of the larger 

Jewish community…. Now we are in Ted Zutz country.  First, when it came to 

ensuring, well, Ted Zutz was all about insurance.  However, as his rabbi, I can tell 

you that Ted was equally concerned not only with his business, Zutz Insurance, 

which he saw as an extension of his family, but about the health of our Delaware 

Jewish community as well. His concern for our Jewish community explains a lot. It 

explains Ted’s service as the Building Chair of the Albert Einstein Academy more 

than 40 years ago, his service on the Siegel JCC Board, along with his dear brother, 

Harry David, the JFS Board, A. E. Pi – the Jewish Fraternity at UD, his pioneering 

work in the Build a Jewish Legacy program for the Federation and for Beth 

Shalom, and of course, his service on his beloved Kutz Senior Living Campus 

Board, where I had the pleasure of serving with him. 
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 Observing commitment to the Jewish community by his two siblings, Harry 

and Elsie, one must conclude that Ted learned his love of Jewish community from 

his parents, David and Dorothy.  Both his parents had emigrated from Russia.  

After David Zutz’s first wife, mother to Harry and Elsie, had died, David married 

dear Dorothy, who gave birth to Ted, right here in Wilmington, back on December 

26, 1932. She watched after 15-year-old Harry and four-year-old Elsie, as if they 

were flesh of her flesh and bone of her bone.  Although Harry is no long with us, 

we are blessed to have Harry’s son, Larry Zutz, speaking to us in just a few 

minutes. And we are also blessed to have Elsie with us today. She and Ted 

enjoyed a life-long friendship. The happy family of five made their home at 14th 

and West Streets.  That houses still stands, and Ted often pointed it out to his 

own children in their youth.  Among his childhood neighborhood friends were 

Alfred Isaacs and Ted Glick. From the very beginning, the Zutz Family belonged to 

Congregation Beth Shalom, where Ted became a bar mitzvah back in 1945 – not 

by Rabbi Kraft, who was still serving as a chaplain in the US Army Air Corps., but 

by student rabbi Bernard Sincoff, who served in Rabbi Kraft’s absence. 
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 Like most Jews in Wilmington, Ted attended P.S. Dupont.  But unlike most 

Jews in Delaware, Ted was, well Ted was a jock!  He wanted to play varsity 

football, but his mother, wouldn’t let him, for fear he would get hurt.  

So he humored her by playing intermural, and still lost two teeth – der mentsh 

trakht un Got lakht.  If you didn’t catch the Yiddish, ask Sylvia later.  But Ted’s real 

sport was swimming.  He swam for his high school team, and after he graduated 

in 1950, he swam for the University of Delaware team. And he was a swim 

instructor all throughout his early years, be it at YMCA camps, YWCA camps, Boy 

Scout camp, and especially beloved Camp Tockwah on the Chesapeake Bay, which 

recently celebrated its 80th anniversary – and which played host to THREE 

generations of Zutz’s.  And as a PopPop, Ted taught all his grandchildren how to 

swim and dive in the Siegel Jewish Community Center pool.  All that swimming 

gave Ted a great hour glass physique, with broad shoulders and a slender waist, 

tall with great hair –  eye candy for Sylvia, but I get ahead of myself. 

 Both big brother Harry David as well as sister, Elsie, paved the way for Ted’s 

entrance to the University of Delaware – both were fighting Blue Hens. Ted was 

on the U.D’s swim team, and he was a proud member of A. E. Pi.   
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In fact, he later helped national cobble enough money together to purchase a 

beautiful campus home for the Jewish fraternity.  Ted graduated UD in 1954, with 

a BA in Business and Economics.  Having also served in the ROTC, it was no 

surprise when the US Army came knocking after graduation.   

As a 22 year-old Second Lieutenant, he was put in charge of a group of 18 

year-old recruits at an army base in, oy vey, Alabama … think lower Sussex 

County, Delaware.  Let’s just say, Alabama was not for him.  So Ted called a friend 

in the upper echelon of the Army, and Ted managed to get transferred to, get 

this, Upper Heyford, England, right outside Oxford.  His job was to watch after the 

airman in his charge, and he took his job very seriously.  If an airman was flying off 

to Germany, Ted said, “I’m coming with.”  And if an airman was flying off to Italy, 

Ted DEFINITELY said, “I’m coming with.”  Ted was SO dedicated.  When not flying 

off to Europe, Ted could be found spending his weekends in London.  He worked 

from first light to last light.  Which means during the summer he had some very 

long days.  But in winter, he was a happy camper.   

 The year is 1956.  Ted is now out of the army.  He is living at home with his 

mom and dad in Wilmington.  His dad passes away a few months later, and it’s 

just him and his mom.  He’s working at his family’s insurance firm.  
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Thanks to mutual friends, soon-to-be-married Harvey Porter of Wilmington and 

Ann Semon of Upper Derby, a blind date is set up between our Ted and the lovely 

Sylvia Hochman of Upper Derby.  I like that she’s from Upper Derby because 

remember, Ted was stationed in Upper Heyford, so it sounds like we have this 

whole Anglophile thing going – in truth, London was always Sylvia and Ted’s most 

visited placed on earth.  

 So the plan is for Ted to take Sylvia to the Spring Semi-Formal hosted by a 

medical school in Philly.  He’s in a suit.  Great.  He has that great swimmer’s 

physique I mentioned earlier.  Great. Brown ranging to hazel eyes. Great.  Full 

head of brown hair. Great.  But he was not built for those small Philadelphia row 

houses.  So upon entering her parents’ home, he bangs his head into the top of 

the door frame.  Ouch.  Not the best first impression – but truly memorable.  First 

date: so-so. 

 Second date:  Sylvia is active in the young adults program at Adath Israel in 

Lower Merion.  They are hosting a Spring Dinner Dance.  She calls to invite Ted.  

She gets Ted’s mother.  Ted isn’t home right now.  He’s busy arranging the 

builder’s risk insurance for the brand new Seagram’s Building on Park Avenue.  

(Impressive).  He’ll get back to you.  He does and he gladly accepts.   
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This second date goes VERY well.  Ted will be doing the phone calling after that.  

And there were many wonderful dates.  I’d like to share just one.  Sylvia calls it 

“the infamous date” – so I thought it was worthy of sharing.   

The young couple were going to have a picnic in the park, in Upper Darby.  I 

am not clear who brought the bottle of sweet wine to go with the sandwiches, 

but I DO know who drank the bottle of sweet wine – that would be, Syliva.  She 

got a terrible migraine and Ted needed to bring her home and put her to bed.  He 

sacked out on her parents’ sofa for the evening.  He was discovered, later that 

evening, by Sylvia’s parents, on that sofa.  What a great first meeting.  Lesson: 

Don’t drink sweet wine outside on a hot summer’s day. 

 Soon after that first momentous meeting between the Hochman parents 

and Ted, Ted and Sylvia were married.  The date: August 24, 1958.  The location: 

Adath Israel in Lower Merion.  The clergy: Adath Israel’s Rabbi Berkowitz and 

Congregation Beth Shalom’s very own beloved Rabbi Jacob Kraft.  The young Zutz 

couple honeymooned out on Hyannis, in a cabin, in the middle of a hurricane – 

which was not part of their honeymoon planning.  But they clearly survived. 
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 Ted and Sylvia made their first home in Kynlyn, off River Road, ironically, 

not far from the Kutz Home.  But when the rent was raised from $75 to $80 a 

month, and the garage rent went from $5 to $8 per month, Ted refused to pay 

the increase.  Instead the young couple bought their first home in Lynchfield, off 

Marsh, again, not far from the Kutz Home.  

Eventually they would move just a few blocks down the road to Webster 

Farms, with such wonderful neighbors as the Sigman family.  They would raise a 

family there and it wasn’t until two years ago that they made their move to Maris 

Grove, with an ever-growing Congregation Beth Shalom population. 

 When I asked Sylvia what the secret of their 60-year marriage she thought 

for a moment, and then replied, being respectful of each other’s feelings, and 

living life with a spirit of cooperation.  Aside from their many visits to London, 

because that’s where Lloyd’s of London was headquartered – important for an 

insurance man – they traveled the world.  There most memorable adventures 

included a kibbutz wedding in Israel, and a trip they chaperoned of AI Dupont 

students to then-Communist Soviet Union, along with an instructor who was 

smuggling material to Jewish Refuseniks.  
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In Russia, they remembered a trip to the Russian Circus, where the choices for 

intermission food were either vanilla ice cream or caviar on bread.  On one of 

their adventures, they were even car-jacked in Italy.  That Ted and Sylvia – they 

always knew how to have a great time. 

Together, Ted and Sylvia built a beautiful family. Donna, their first born, 

arrived on the scene in 1962.  Ted would often take both Donna, and later Diane 

too, to the office where they would have a ball, making copies of their faces on 

the Xerox machine, use the hand stamp to stamp all sorts of things, and anything 

else that came to mind.  If they were very good they would be brought out to 

Woolworth’s Lunch Counter on Market Street for hamburgers, or grilled cheese 

sandwiches and shakes.  Both Donna and Diane had their bat mitzvahs at Beth 

shalom.  Donna was the first girl to share a bat mitzvah with another girl on a 

Friday night – Jill Singer was the other girl.  Ted taught both his girls how to swim 

and dive at the JCC.  And 30 years to the day after Ted graduated the University of 

Delaware, Donna entered the school as an undergrad, majoring in English.  And 

after UD, Donna went to work with her dad in the family business at Zutz 

Insurance – now USI.   
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For 15 years Donna and Dad shared Chinese lunches together, Donna working on 

Professional Liability cases while Dad worked on Financial Liability cases.  I hope 

Ted doesn’t hear this, but now Donna is sick of Chinese food.  Shhh. 

 Donna’s husband, John, of blessed memory, had a great relationship with 

Ted.  Although not Jewish, John had a love of all things culinary Jewish, including 

Harry David’s homemade, radioactive horse radish.    John loved the kick of 

Harry’s horseradish so much that at Passover he would have only the smallest 

sliver of gefilte fish with his heaping mound of hot charein.  

 Together, Donna and John blessed Sylvia and Ted with a wonderful 

granddaughter, Morgan.  She humored her PopPop by actually attending Camp 

Takawanga for one summer – being the third generation to attend – but one 

summer was enough --- kind of like Alabama for Ted in his twenties.  Ted always 

attended Morgan’s dance recitals, be it with Precision Dance or Encore Dance, 

and he always came with flowers.  And when she became a volleyball player, Ted 

went to root her on at her games.  Ted was proud of her acceptance to Wesley in 

Dover, where she continues to play volleyball, as she pursues her degree in 

psychology.  
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Finally, I must add that nothing made Ted prouder than when both Morgan, and 

her first cousin, Samantha, attended a Birthright Trip to Israel together. 

 Diane is Ted and Sylvia’s second daughter, coming on the scene in 1965.  

She has the same exact childhood memories growing up with Ted as her sister.  

She did add that their family vacations were wonderful, beginning with ski 

vacations on Elk Mountain in New York, and later morphing well into college, into 

beach vacations in Boca and Del Rey in Florida.   

Sylvia added there were plenty of adventures in nearby Atlantic City as 

well.  Ted took the family to Disneyworld when it first opened.  He also took the 

family to Great Adventures when it first opened, originally called Safari.  And Ted 

was called out over the loud speaker when he drove his huge Oldsmobile into a 

pack of lions and rolled down the window to get a better photograph.     

Among their family annual traditions was Ted driving the family up to New 

York City to choose gifts for the girls at FAO Schwartz toy store – and there was 

lots of delicious family dinners at great restaurants in Philadelphia.  
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Diane, and her husband, Paul Cummings, blessed Ted and Sylvia with a 

grand daughter, Samantha.  She remembers lots of time spent with her PopPop 

Teddy in the JCC pool, followed by doughnuts at either Crispy Cream or Dunkin’ 

Doughnuts.   It was PopPop Teddy who decided Samantha needed ballet lessons, 

and subsequently enrolled her in Ana Marie’s dance studio.  But just as Alabama 

wasn’t for Ted, neither was ballet for Samantha.  But like her grandfather, she 

was a wonderful swimmer and followed in her PopPop Teddy’s tracks by 

becoming a lifeguard at the JCC.  And also like her PopPop Teddy, she is a Blue 

Hen, studying in UD’s Dietitian program.   

Diane and Paul also blessed Ted and Sylvia with their only grandson, Ryan.  

Growing up, Wednesdays were Ryan and PopPop Teddy’s swim time together.  

And Ryan made his PopPop Teddy so proud, with his Black Belt Spectaculars, his 

Eagle Scout ceremony, and more recently, his success as an Electrical Engineering 

major at Weidner.   

Ted loved life.  He loved travel.  He loved going to the Ritz Theatre for all 

the art house releases, the Delaware Symphony Orchestra, the Palm Springs 

Movie Festival, the Canadian Niagara Falls GB Shaw Festival  --- all with his 

beloved Sylvia who kept all these events organized on a spread sheet.  T 
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Ted loved his friends, especially the Isaac’s and the OTHER Isaac’s, the Epstein’s, 

the Greenhouses’s, and the Glick’s.  Not only were these couples close, but so 

were their kids, creating bonds as close as family.  

And Ted especially loved food.  When Sylvia and Ted returned from a trip, 

far more important to Ted than the historic places they visited were the delicious 

places they ate.  And Ted loved family dinners together with his wife, kids and 

grandkids.  Diane said, for his birthday he always wanted the same thing: her 

lasagna and her delicious chocolate chip cookies.  She explained to her dad she 

had the ability to cook other dishes, but it didn’t matter, that was Ted’s favorite.   

Their last family dinner together was this past February: pizza, salad, fruit and 

cupcakes – a belated PopPop Teddy Birthday Celebration.   

 Among Ted’s most important values were his attention to detail, his 

devotion first to his own family and second to his work family, and his extensive 

group of friends, his honesty, and his generosity –showering gifts of food to his 

hardworking male employees at Christmas time – like the reformed Scrooge with 

the goose for the Cratchett family, and more enjoyable gifts for his female staff.  

Ted valued his Judaism and his Jewish community.  He was always kind to me and 

treated me with dignity, respect and kindness – and I know I am not alone.   
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 When we reflect on Ted Zutz’s life as a whole, we are reminded of the 

biblical cohen featured in this week’s Torah portion, who put the welfare and 

health of his Jewish community above all else.  Because of Ted’s care for his 

community, our JFS, JCC, Albert Einstein Academy, Jewish Federation Build a 

Jewish Legacy Fund, Congregation Beth Shalom, and especially our Kutz Senior 

Living Campus have all thrived. Zikaron l’baruch – May Ted Zutz’s memory be for a 

blessing, and let us say, amen. 


